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Introduction:   The  On-
Line  Archiving  Facility
(OLAF)  provides  an  inter-
face  through  which  users
can  submit  data  to  the
NASA Planetary  Data  Sys-
tem (PDS) so that  it can be
reviewed, archived, and made available to the public.
OLAF is maintained by the PDS’s Asteroid and Dust
Subnode of the Small Bodies Node (SBN).

Goals.  The  PDS4 standard  can  be complex and
intimidating  to learn,  making  archiving  data  a  bur-
densome task. OLAF is designed so that users are not
required to learn the details of the PDS4 information
model  or  to  maintain  a  current  knowledge  of  the
changing standards. OLAF outputs properly-formatted
and PDS4-compliant  XML product  labels for any of
several data types, with more currently under develop-
ment.

Technical  Details.  In support  of  these  goals,
OLAF has  undergone  a  transformation  into  a  more
modern web application.  OLAF is a standalone web-
based client  application  that  communicates  with  the
servers at the SBN. While both ends of the application
are developed and maintained by SBN, this separation
of concerns  allows  for  the  stateless  development  of
both  ends  of the  application  and  provides  powerful
tools for developing an extensive and dynamic library
of modularized and reusable HTML and Javascript.

Current Data Types: 
Traditional Interface. The ability for OLAF to sup-

port PDS3 and PDS4 formatted data still exists.
 Documents
 Fixed-Width Tables
 Multipart Tables
 FITS Images

Upgraded  User  Interface. The  new  application
provides a greatly simplified interface for the follow-
ing data types. Extension of the simplified interface to
additional data types is underway.

 Documents
 CSV Tables
 2D & FITS Images are in progress

New CSV Tables.  OLAF currently includes the ca-
pability to upload tabular  data  as  Comma Separated
Values (CSV) files, as well as an improved method for
uploading  and  batch  processing  to simplify the data
submission process  (Figs. 1 and 2). The use of CSV

files for tabular  data allows users to use spreadsheet
software like Excel to generate  data  files.  CSV files
also make it simpler  to embed header definitions di-
rectly in the files either by hand or programmatically.
Including  the  metadata  in  this  way significantly re-
duces the number of steps in the data upload process.
CSV files are also easier to format and more human-
readable than fixed-width tables.

Benefits: Here are  some of the  ways OLAF im-
proves submitting data to the PDS:

 Simplifies PDS4 label generation
 Allows easy upload 3of delimited (CSV) ta-

bles and metadata
 Avoids the need for PDS4 jargon
 Puts your data into a form ready for PDS peer

review and archiving
 Supports  several  popular  data  types,  with

more coming soon

Future Developments:  The  modular  design  and
highly-reusable nature of interal OLAF data structures
ensures  that  developing  support  for  new data  types
and  other  features  is  simple and  easy. Decisions  re-
garding  development  of  new  features  is  primarily
driven by the needs of the planetary science/small bod-
ies community.  The next  data  types being developed
are 2D Array Images and FITS Images.

Access: OLAF is currently available to beta testers
and access can be granted for data providers with in-
terest  in  providing  data  and  feedback regarding  the
application.  For  more  information,  contact  SBN or
olaf@psi.edu.
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Figure 1. Metadata 
can be added to the 
top of a CSV data 
file. OLAF parses this 
metadata to construct 
the XML labels 
required by PDS4.

Figure 2. When submitting several files all with the same column definitions, a user can submit a 
CSV table containing header metadata definitions for each file to be included in the batch. In 
Figure 2, each row represents a different data product.
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